Classroom culture
teacher’s beliefs
learner’s beliefs
Alwyn Olivier

CHAPTER 6

Teaching Is a Cultural Activity
FOR MANY PEOPLE, family dinners are everyday events. They participate
in these events without realizing all the aspects that are taken for granted.
Everyone comes to the table and begins eating at about the same time.
Menus are not distributed. Instead, the food is brought to the table in serving
dishes and everyone eats the same things. The food is then parceled out by
passing the serving dishes around the table, with everyone dishing up his or
her own portion. Adults often help children with this task. Conversation
usually is open, with no set agenda. Comments from everyone are welcome,
with children and adults participating as conversational partners.

Family dinner is a cultural activity. Cultural activities are represented in
cultural scripts, generalized knowledge about an event that resides in the
heads of participants. These scripts guide behavior and also tell participants
what to expect. Within a culture, these scripts are widely shared, and
therefore they are hard to see.
Cultural scripts are learned implicitly, through observation and participation,
and not by deliberate study.

Teachers reproduce the classroom
scene they know since childhood
without having to think, it comes
automatically
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Weetgierige haasbekkies
The inquisitiveness, enthusiasm and engagement of our children's early years fade away …..
and is replaced by a strong belief that maths is all about following instructions and rules.
How and why?

Alan Schoenfeld, talking about
“relevance” ... “new math” … “problem solving” …
... these curriculum reforms reflects an attempt to embed
a selected aspect of mathematical thinking into what is
an essentially alien culture, that of the traditional
classroom. As long as the two cultures differ as radically
... it may be impossible for this kind of embedding to
succeed. Fragments of the mathematical culture, in
isolation, are likely to wither in the classroom for lack of
support, or they may be so changed by their absorption
into the classroom culture that they will not translate
back outside of it.
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DIDACTICAL CONTRACT
The unwritten expectations and obligations of teachers and learners
determining daily classroom rituals

Social norms,
socio-mathematical norms
Teacher:
Learners:
- Does not expect learners to
- Does not expect the teacher to
be able to do anything he did
ask them anything he did not
not first show them
first show them
- Undertakes to show learners
- Undertakes to listen
- Expects learners to learn it
- Undertakes to learn it.

MASTERY ORIENTATION
vs
PERFORMANCE ORIENTATION

Focus on learning the content
Focus on competitive performance

Dweck: FIXED vs GROWTH MINDSET
Teachers should
- promote a mastery orientation and a growth mindset
- pose challenging tasks
- encourage learners to engage and persist
- emphasise the connections between persistence and learning

CHILDREN?

... in our search for the solution to the
problems ... our focus was almost exclusively
on the characteristics of the children
themselves. We looked for sources of
educational failure in their homes, their
neighborhoods,
their language, their
cultures,
Tracking/streaming/ability
grouping
xxx
even in their genes. In all our searching we
almost entirely
the possibility
Extrinsicoverlooked
motivation/rewards
xxx that
what happens within schools might contribute
to unequal educational opportunities and
outcomes
Jeanny Oakes
and teachers !
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INTENDED CURRICULUM
IMPLEMENTED CURRICULUM
ACHIEVED CURRICULUM

Maybe a better intended curriculum if we
include why, heuristics, big ideas, ……

The black doubt that lurks in the bottom of
every honest pedagogue’s heart is not so
much whether he is teaching correctly as
whether what he is teaching is worth
teaching at all. The real danger is not that we
shall teach the right things inefficiently, but
that we shall teach the wrong things more
and more efficiently.
C.E. Beeby (1935, p.10)

The more explicit I am about the
behaviour I wish my students to display,
the more likely it is that they will display
that behaviour without recourse to the
understanding that behaviour is meant to
indicate; that is, the more likely that they
will take the form for the substance.
Guy Brousseau (1984)
Formulation of Intended curriculum:
Big ideas
Heuristics (problem solving strategies)

All calculation involve three phases, illustrated here for 8 × 23:

1. Transforming the number(s) to more convenient numbers

23 = 20 + 3.

NUMBER CONCEPT

2. Transforming the given task to a series of equivalent easier tasks

8 × (20 + 3) = 8×20 + 8×3
3. Computation

8 × 20 = 160
8 × 3 = 24
160 + 24 = 184

PROPERTIES OF OPERATIONS

META-COGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE
PRIMITIVES/TABLES/MENTAL ARITHMETIC

HEURISTIC / PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGY (POLYA):
IF YOU HAVE A DIFFICULT PROBLEM, CHANGE IT INTO AN EASIER EQUIVALENT
PROBLEM THAT YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW TO SOLVE …

(Visual) solutions to 18 × 5

CLASSROOM CULTURE: THE ANSWER

There are 18 points on the circle, and
every point is connected to every other
point on the circle with straight lines.
How many connecting lines (chords)
are there all together?
Establishing that in this class what is true is
- Not who
is the6 oldest
6
- Not who is most beautiful
762
6
- Or the majority 6
18172
- But6rational reasoning
6

306
153
324
???

6

Then, the “answer” does not mean the final numerical value!!!
The teacher – why should the teacher know if it is right or not !!!
7: 6+5+4+3+2+1
4 new
lines
The answer means providing a reasoned
argument
18: 17+16+ … +2+1
5 new lines
5
Then6by
logic, if we6 accept
the reasoning
as valid, then it follows
6
lines
automatically that the conclusion is logically true

More task propensity: The abc syndrome
Syndrome: set of symptoms

SOLVING EQUATIONS
1. Introduction
Brief meaning of equation and solution; search
by completing tables; reverse flow diagrammes
2. Solving equations of the form ax = b
3. Solving equations of the form ax + b = c
4. Equations with more than one x e.g. 3x + 2x =15
5. Equations with brackets e.g. 3(x + 2) + 2x =21
3𝑥−2
2𝑥+3
6. Equations with fractions e.g.
+
= 13
2
3
7. Equations with x on both sides.

5x + 2 = 3x + 14

LINEAR PROGRAMMING EXAM QUESTION

Treating mathematics as problematic requires
changing the entire system of instruction.

The culture of classrooms will need to change,
and this kind of change begins with teachers.
Many teachers, having experienced more
traditional classroom cultures and more
conventional approaches to problem solving
during their education, will need to change their
conceptions of the subject in fundamental ways.
Hiebert et al. (1996)

THE NATURE
OF
LEARNING

THE NATURE
OF
MATHEMATICS

Individual and
social
construction of
knowledge

A human,
social,
creative
activity

INQUIRY
CLASSROOM
MATHEMATICAL CULTURE

PROBLEMATISE MATHEMATICS
LEARN VIA PROBLEM SOLVING

OBJECTIVES
WITH MATHS
EDUCATION
Problem solving
Autonomy
Understanding
Reasoning

Support

Materials

MATHEMATICAL PROFICIENCY
Conceptual understanding – understanding mathematical
concepts, operations, and relations.

Procedural fluency – knowledge of procedures, when and
how to use them appropriately; skill in carrying out
procedures flexibly, accurately and efficiently.
Strategic competence – ability to formulate, represent, and
solve mathematical problems.
Adaptive reasoning – the capacity to think logically about
the relationships among concepts and situations; the
processes of reflection, explanation, and justification.
Productive disposition – an habitual inclination to see
mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled
with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy.

This vision not only challenges teachers'
assumptions about mathematics and
mathematics teaching and learning, but also
asks them to teach a mathematics that they
may never have experienced themselves.
Teachers are themselves victims of their own
previous education and are likely to continue to
teach the way they were taught
unless a way is found to interrupt this selfperpetuating cycle.

Mathematics education reform should attempt
to help teachers and learners to break out of
this self-perpetuating cycle by experiencing
mathematical power*.
The overriding strategy is to immerse teachers
and learners in a typical mathematical
culture.
* ………

Mathematical power for all!
Mathematical power includes the ability
• to explore, conjecture, and reason logically;
• to solve non-routine problems;
• to communicate about and through mathematics;
• to connect ideas within mathematics and between
mathematics and other intellectual activity.

NCTM, 1989

MATHEMATICAL PROFICIENCY
Conceptual understanding – understanding mathematical
concepts, operations, and relations.

Procedural fluency – knowledge of procedures, when and
how to use them appropriately; skill in carrying out
procedures flexibly, accurately and efficiently.
Strategic competence – ability to formulate, represent, and
solve mathematical problems.
Adaptive reasoning – the capacity to think logically about
the relationships among concepts and situations; the
processes of reflection, explanation, and justification.
Productive disposition – an habitual inclination to see
mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled
with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy.
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. . . when our enthusiasm was matched only by our
arrogance, many curriculum workers
. . . seemed to take for granted that, since their new ideas
Now sadder but wiser, we are prepared to admit that the
were such very good ones, they would be widely and rapidly
implementation of curriculum change is a complicated
accepted by schools.
business.
Hawes 1979, p. 118

Guskey (1986, p 7) claims that any change in
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes, will most likely come
about after they have explored and judged the
innovation in their classroom:

... significant change in the beliefs and attitudes of
teachers is contingent on their gaining evidence of
change in the learning outcomes of their students.
… evidence of improvement (positive change) in the
learning outcomes of students generally precedes
and may be a prerequisite to significant change in the
beliefs and attitudes of most teachers.
Practices that are found to work, that is, those that a
teacher finds useful in helping students attain desired
learning outcomes, are retained; those that do not
work are abandoned .
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Revised model of the process of teacher change
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Practice depend on beliefs XX Guskey, 1986
Beliefs depend on practice XX Cobb, Wood & Yackel, 1990

Cobb, Wood & Yackel
Beliefs and practices are interdependent and develop together
The classroom is teachers’ primary learning environment
Help teachers develop forms of classroom practices that improve
the quality of their students' mathematical education
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Beeby's 1966 model of stages of educational change in developing countries
Stage
Teachers
I. Dame School Ill-educated
Untrained
Unskilled

Characteristics
Unorganised, relatively meaningless symbols;
very narrow subject content, very low standard;
memorising all-important.
II. Formalism
Ill-educated
Highly organised; symbols with limited meaning;
Trained
rigid syllabus; rigid methods – “one best way”;
one textbook; external examination; inspection
Mechanical
stressed; discipline tight and external; memorising
heavily stressed; emotional life largely ignored.
III. Transition
Better educated II more efficiently achieved; more emphasis on
Trained
meaning, but still formal; syllabus and textbook
less restrictive, but teachers hesitate to use greater
Routine
freedom; final examination often restricts
experimentation; little to cater for emotional and
creative life of child.
IV. Meaning
Well-educated Meaning and understanding stressed;
Well-trained
wider curriculum, variety of content and methods;
Professional
individual differences catered for; activity methods,
problem solving and creativity; relaxed and
Verspoor & Wu
positive discipline; emotional, aesthetic and
intellectual life of children catered for.

What is Ame’s problem?
Simplify:

x + x
2x + 3x2
3a + 4a

Ame:
x + x = x2
2x + 3x2 = 5x3
3a + 4a = 7a2

Ame:
Is it right, miss?

For mathematics to make sense (to be meaningful):
- Meaning
What does it say?
- Significance
So what? What is its use?
- Logic
Is it true? Why is it true?
- Connections

Listen everyone …
Check your answers!
Choose any value for x and
check that the left-hand
side is equal to the righthand side …

So why do you not choose a value for x like the teacher
suggested and check it? (referring to Ame’s x + x = x2)
Ame: Yes, I know she does it, but I cannot . . .
I do not know what x is . . .
(silence)
R:
But just choose any value! Lets choose x = 3. Then what is
the value of the left-hand side?
(silence . . . Ame continues staring at the exercise, but does not
substitute a value for x.)
Ame: But how do you know that x is 3? Is it?
R:
It does not have to be 3. We can choose any value for x.
Choose 5 if you like . . .
Ame: But how can we say x is 5 if we have not yet worked it out?
(silence . . .)
R:

Ame: Ah! I worked it out! It is 2! See, if x is 2, then the left-hand side
is 2 + 2 = 4. The right-hand side is 2  2 = 4. So its correct!
R:
So? Does that mean that it is correct to say that x + x = x2?
Ame: Yes!

Object
Examples
Equation 3x + 2 = 5

Meaning of x and y
An unknown – a number
to be found that will make
Algebra as solving word problems
the sentence true.
Identity
3x + 2x = 5x A generalised number –
x + y = y + x any value of x (and y)
makes the sentence true.
Algebra as generalised arithmetic
x and y are unspecified
numbers and y is
independent of x.
Formula y = 3x + 2
A variable – x is any
number within the
restriction of a physical
Algebra as the relationship between variables
situation. The value of y
depends on the value of x.

4×2 + 6×2
10×2
= 8 + 12
= 20
Complete
the
table.
Discuss
your methods.
=20
x
4x + 6x
10x
2,4x + 7,6x

1
10
10
10

2
20
20
20

5
50
50

12

18,2 26,3

120

182

2,4×2 + 7,6×2
= 4,8 + 15,2
=20

263

